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Site 
Already when I first met the sites in Kronoskogen 7th July 2017 searching for possible site for 
artistic interventions, I immediately recognized this beautiful, intimate site with the big root 
bale of a former fallen tree. It is a Microkosmos, only 7 m from Blocklinjen away. 
 
The site is artificial and natural as well – artificial, because the fallen tree was planted long 
time ago, natural, because a western storm blow it away and now, more adopted towards the 
soil conditions (former marsh soil before the flying sands came), young birch trees raising up, 
seeded by wind and animals. 
 
Approach 
Soon the idea of art history, the mementum mori, came into my mind, a place to memory the 
ending of human life by death. But shortly after discussions when Viktor Erik Jensen arrived 
and I told him my idea, this meaning changed quickly into a more open version with more 
different possibilities of meanings. So, the idea of a teatrum mundi, an idea of baroque times, 
appeared, which includes the seriousness of the mementum, but includes other varieties of 
curious meanings about nature and worlds as well. 
 
Teatrum Botanico-Geologicum LInnensis, 2017 
In contrast to the other work Theo likes Carl, 2017, where spaces were installed into a bigger 
existing space/surrounding, creatng new spatial relations, here at this design, we introduced 
only few things, like branches from the surrounding of the site, but, much more important, we 
just made the solid spaces stronger in themselves and created new spatial relations to be 
recognized, more or less consciously. 
We found a very small space, not to be called a path from Blocklinjen leading ca. 4 m 
towards a little open space, which is joined by another space in front of this lying roof bale. In 
front of the bales, there is a mould derived from the falling of the former tree, showing sand –
the natural history of the site. 
 
We did the following impacts on the site to enhance the spaces and their spatial relations 
towards each other: 
 

• We introduced 2 curved lines made by ca. 180 branches of different height, found 
around the site, coloured with white chalk. 

• In front of the root bale, we bound 7 Birch trees on top together. This results in an 
intended copula and a central space. 

 
Seen from Blocklinjen, one of the central pathways linking the city of Ängelholm with the 
beach, only shorter branches show the beginning of the first curved line and is seen only on 
the second gaze for aware visitors. When having good light, the white branches are shining 
through the birch trees along Blocklinjen. We decided to make a silent gesture for the 
entrance, because this fits well towards the whole character of the installation and the 
intimate site. 
The first line guide the visitors with a light curve towards a little square. Arrived there, they 
will find a little portal, made between the first and now the second curved line of white 
branches. This second line will guide the spectators in a contrary sense compared to the first 
to their right hand side into the teatrum, the vaulted space, ca. 4 dia m wide as the audience 
facing the root  bale to the very right as a stage or just a natural sculpture. Visitors are invited 
to sit down and follow their associations and other thinkings. 
 
An architectonical work, which takes the subjects of entrance, square and audience/central 
space together into a spatial object for visitors to make spatial and sensual experiences. 
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